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CHRONICLE N°22 

All these wars… and after? 
& 

Towards the new era of information 

At the time when we were writing this text, Russian forces had massively entered Ukraine. 
According to President Vladimir Putin, this special operation was the beginning of his 
country’s response to these “globalists” who, pushing the NATO infrastructures to the 
doors of Russia, are striving for the domination of the planet. It would therefore be these 
Nazi/Straussian globalists who, in order to undermine the global balance, sent their 
mercenaries to train the Ukrainian army and lurch Europe into war.

https://www.sott.net/article/465045-Russia-declares-war-on-the-Straussians


These Nazi militaries – for most, soulless individuals, or even organic portals – will have 
used the populations of Ukraine’s major cities as human shields against the Russian 
forces. Their vile war tactic will have generated numerous innocent victims amongst the 
civilian population. However, these conflicts between Europe, the United-States, Russia, 
and probably soon China, are not yet, and far from it, the most serious events which are 
striking our planet Earth.


Whilst the Russian president had repeatedly warned of the possibility of a conflict against 
the psychopaths of Davos, most of them being Nazi-Zionist-anti-Semitic descendants 
who rule Europe, the latter, relying on orders that do not come from human beings, 
imagined then organized this war in order to fulfill the obligations engraved on the Great 
Reset monument: the Georgia Guidestones. They therefore respond to a superior “ethnic 
and genetic cleansing” plan against the preponderant Semitic genome among the 
Russians.
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In short, the vile behavior of these non-human Nazis would trigger the opening of an 
energy-magnetic portal from the 4th towards the 3rd density! These dimensional openings 
then call for these hordes of Nephilim/Anunnaki (these Service to Self 4th density entities 
who have already been mentioned throughout the Angel’s transmissions), to penetrate our 
reality in order to take possession of “genetically compatible” human bodies, preparing to 
be embodied within them with the objective of colonizing the 3rd density of “planet Earth”!


Incompatible with that of the Nephilim invaders, the Semitic genetics which would be 
prevailingly expressed among certain Russian populations, therefore had to be 
neutralized before the planet’s colonization by these predators. Even if they still are in 
conflict about planet Earth’s future, the STS hyperdimensional forces may finally manage 
to compel ordinary humans to a self-cleansing of the planet.

(About the New Earth , see Chronicle 19 https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/
t raduct ions/ang la is / and on the Neph i l im, see Chron ic le 15 h t tps : / /
unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/traductions/anglais/)


So yes, you read it right! In the same manner as for the last two world wars which only 
were a trial run, these Nazi Anunnaki-Nephilim STS hyperdimensional entities would once 
again be the true instigators of this conflict which, this time, materialized in Ukraine.


This “Great Reset”, this means the human population eradication imagined by the Nazi 
puppet master Klaus Schwab and all his gang of the “World Economic Forum” program, 
is now taking shape, however, absolutely not in the way that their European political 
puppets had anticipated it! As other portals of this type could still open in Canada, South 
America, or elsewhere, notably in Switzerland, thanks to the particle accelerator in 
Geneva, even if visibly, there is no war going on there yet.


Sergio Bertolucci, former Director of Research and Scientific Computing at CERN, even 
displaying the insolence of publicly expressing his “stupid scientist’s pride” to a British 
tabloid, stated himself that the super collider will be able to open doors to another world 
or to other dimensions. According to him, this opening, for a very tiny lapse of time, could 
be enough to peer into it and to allow, either to get something out of it, or to send 
something through it!


https://www.rt.com/op-ed/313922-cern-collider-hadrob-higgs/ 


“Fortunately”, the STS entities always warn of their intentions!


This would also prove, that beyond its frontage as a scientific community “studying 
protons”, the CERN would seem to be a whole other tool in the hands of those who built 
it. As once opened, the  passage through these dimensional doors would be “stabilized” 
by specific waves, this time inferred by the artificial frequencies of the famous HAARP 
network.
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In other words, by the simultaneous and synchronized commissioning of all these devices 
spread on the planet’s surface, the Nephilim/Anunnaki entities of 4th density will manage 
to stabilize in our world, as genetics corresponding to these entities will be more or less 
able to artificially maintain in the gravitational frequencies of the planet.


Then seemingly futile and useless, would all these wars in Syria, in Iraq or currently in 
Ukraine not be used to divert humanity’s attention, while even more serious and important 
other events were being prepared elsewhere? 


All things considered, modern humanity, already marked by the Covid pseudo-crisis and 
its masquerade, then by a stupid vaccination campaign with its discriminatory and 
draconian “vaccine pass”, will soon be marked by the boots and cannon roar of this new 
type of invaders. This will then lead to major food shortages that will definitively prevent 
the still sleeping “European” from ignoring the reality of his world. That is why all those 
people who, like ostriches, had dug their head in the sand in order not to see the reality 
unveiling on our planet, will be obliged to take it out when their asses will be burning.


Now, let us ask ourselves a real question: in our so modern world, so civilized, would 
there still exist individuals still stupid enough to accept to go to war, simply to continue to 
prove their allegiance to these “Emperors of the Shadow of the dark side of the Force”? 
Certainly, yes!


There are politicians, law enforcement agencies, militaries and all these technocrats and 
governmental agents who still are dumb enough to fall into this transdimensional trap! It is 
their job, they are paid to support this adrift system and will continue to do so with great 
zeal. In their case, as they have sold their soul and their human ethics, an even darker 
future than it was up to now, awaits them! They will then soon have to really and 
physically fight against these Nephilim/Anunnaki entities.


As amongst those security forces which roam the big cities, or those armies on the 
battlefield, most of the men of rank who owe obedience to the orders of their superiors 
and who therefore remain responsible for the missions entrusted to them, still ignore that 
their senior officers are generally not human, but often are Anunnaki, more exactly 
corporal extensions of Nephilim, leading ordinary humanity towards the second phase of 
its extinction. Like every 3600 years, the hidden and secret invasion of these visitors 
coming from outer space has therefore well and truly begun again!


It is now about understanding why at this very moment, the “first plan” for the reduction 
of population by the New World Order psychopaths, seems to be falling apart! Before 
being delighted by the collapse of the globalists’ first project, should we not understand 
that this program was deliberately destroyed, so that the second phase of the Great 
Reinitialization, this means the one of technocracy, can unfold on its tracks? 
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Let us then also understand that the consequences that will follow, such as starvation, 
epidemics and other wars, will probably become powerful control and regulation tools for 
the second phase of eradication of the global population. That would henceforth be the 
new reality on the Earth in 3rd density!


The difficult ordeals to come will overthrow ordinary humanity, but will however become a 
powerful engine for a mass change which always goes hand in hand with the changes of 
time and density.


A great disarray henceforth prevails among those who know a little about the stakes of 
the great mutation of the human people, since behind all this chaos is hidden the ultimate 
goal of a technocratic totalitarianism, of mass surveillance, of medicinal self-monitoring of 
all this tame population, of zombies or weak-minded people… Of course, in the long 
term, their sinister project will not hold up either, since these maneuvers were planned in 
order to finalize the current cycle of 3rd density.


But the nature and handling of the matrix system of 3rd density by the STS predators will 
prove to be very dangerous to manage in the future. As the slightest grain of sand in its 
cog will lead to enormous complications within human society. The last straw in this 
perspective of future, is that those who are already in command will not only lead the 
ordinary human to the final collapse point, whatever happens, but the matrix that they 
had themselves created will also be destroyed!


Ordinary humanity should therefore stop living in optimism, in hope. As optimism is an 
illusion, a toxin for the spirit which does not solve in any ways the phenomenon of the 
illusory perception of existence! This “optimism of the ordinary human”, quite simply 
reflects his total lack of awareness of reality!


Truly human individuals, this means those who are beginning to become intelligent and 
really conscious, should therefore already have learnt to organize themselves so that they 
never have to suffer from Covid, vaccination, repression, or war, while “waiting” that the 
shock of the mutation is felt on the planet! And until the majority of humans choose to 
wake up to this gruesome reality, the few individuals who are already aware, will have 
understood that while they will be watching this capital change for human society, they 
will have to continue to live in their tiny bubble of alternative reality.


It has henceforth become useless to support or show sympathy for humans in difficulty in 
war zones, for those injured during protest marches, for truckers in Ottawa, France, or 
anywhere else in the world! As we should no longer have sympathy for the weak-minded 
people who, while masterfully discrediting the laws of the universe, have chosen to drift 
towards their fatal destiny. 
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It therefore makes sense that one or several parts of the STS controllers decided to 
intentionally disrupt the matrix-like principle of the world of 3rd density. Since this 
combination of stupid-looking but intentional belligerent acts, with their consequences as 
unpredictable as they may become, will undoubtedly reform certain unavoidable factors 
in the history of humanity.


The last two world wars having notably been orchestrated as a testing ground, no one will 
guess the outcome of this third conflict which has just begun, not even through the 
“Looking Glass” technology scanning the horizon of future history. (The Looking Glass 
technology uses wormholes. It can see the past and a possible future. But can it see the 
future of a chronology, or several chronologies? According to certain testimonies, the 
Looking Glass device also makes it possible to teleport oneself to other worlds!) 


And if this technology really remained functional, the STS humans of the 3rd level should 
have noticed that modern and technological humanity had hardly changed! It had indeed 
made some progress, but has nevertheless not changed. Today, endowed with its super 
technologies, it has even become even more dangerous than before, especially for its 
planetary biotope, since in the domain of destruction or war, its action field has become 
even more important than during the previous cycle. Modern human has become so 
greedy and stupid, that they no longer know how to do anything but destroy or self-
destroy, to the point where they will exterminate themself from the face of the Earth!  


However, the true intelligence – not that of the ordinary human with their intellect, their 
dogmas or their education, but that of the true human being and their sensibility which 
will naturally be part of their inner consciousness, of their intuition and their life force – 
has not grown much yet, since its evolutionary process is only beginning.


This is why those who still think they are obliged to ask the permission or opinion of 
others, of their supervisors, of any authority, of their friends, of their relatives… by refuting 
one’s own feelings or one’s own consciousness, mainly moves away from the intelligence, 
consciousness or guidance of their hyperdimensional higher Self, which then 
systematically plunges them back into their automatism and their beliefs, constantly tying 
them up to the same matrix of illusion.


Yet, if this individual began to realize that their “Angel ” personifies this form of vibratory 1

intelligence integrating into their life and which, plunging into their Beingness, preserves 
them from the so-called “negative” outer influences, they would become aware that they 
could have become absolutely autonomous and sovereign in their world! Thus, invested 

 “Angel” in French is “Ange”, which can be written in the language of the Goslings “En-je”, 1

translating as “Within me”.
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by the consciousness of their hyperdimensional Self (their “Angel ”), such an individual 2

would be perfectly free! They would no longer ask for the opinion or the permission of 
anyone to be what they have to be. They would embody and express their own nature.


While waiting for this change, and once the implosion of this matrix of 3rd density will have 
begun, no one, no human, no consciousness, will stop the process.


Question to the Angel: 

Emotionally affected by the disappearance of the D’Ankhiar planet revealed by the 
Cassiopaean transmissions, Sand had quickly been experiencing various physical 
and psychic manifestations, which she translated as a kind of hypersensitivity to all 
these changes. These symptoms which are also described by other seekers, also 
emerged in our group. Are they linked to these events of transdimensional origin? 

As mentioned previously, connections between you and other groups of STO-orientated 
seekers, are already established on other planes, based on your soul resonances and 
your personalities! One of the peculiarities of your group is that you have accepted your 
soul mission full time. You are among those rare individuals who have completely given 
up their previous life in order to be involved 24 hours a day! Thus, already at this level, 
your operating mode is quite different from those of other groups or seekers.


Your work has indeed included visiting the past and future memories of your mutual 
hyperdimensional “ancestors”, who were the reptilian geneticists mothers. Many of them, 
incarnated in 3rd density through human extensions, were programmed to ignore, even 
disavow their memories, precisely because you had to explore them! Thus, Sand was 
suffering physically and emotionally, since parts of her coming from these reptilian planes 
still maintained psychic links with other “geneticists mothers”, whose human extensions 
remain in other groups of investigators.


Also, through your investigations and lines of research about the existence of reptilian 
entities, into which the large majority of questers of knowledge are also reluctant to get 
involved, you have been guided to focus your investigations on the multiple dimensions of 
karma, which are expressed in the human genome. Sometimes still revealing themselves 
through restraint, or sufficiency towards each others, these karmic frames often remain 
the major underlying cause of parochial quarrels between researchers in such or such 
field, or between the individuals and the groups to which they belong.


 “Angel” in French is “Ange”, which can be written in the language of the Goslings “En-je”, 2

translating as “Within me”.
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Perhaps we do not repeat it often enough: human remains generally unable to remember 
their karmic lessons, especially if these do not gratify them. Nevertheless, the soul always 
remembers it! And when their memories warn them, they first cause a certain ill-being in 
order to push the individual to question himself. As a last call, physical disorders, even 
diseases can occur!


Thereby, sometimes, those who doubt or are still “closed” to some information which are 
given by their future Self, may for example be affected by various symptoms, such as the 
loss of hearing capacity. Others who are reluctant to unveil some of their karmic frames 
could for example be affected by declining eyesight… or even, the fear to take that step 
in the unknown could also provoke motor weaknesses, yet not only! Even if the organism 
is pushed towards its transformation thanks to the cosmic changes, it nevertheless 
remains that the soul expresses itself through various ailments so that the individual can 
adapt to the new vibratory frequencies when the time comes.


In any case, as the genome of humans has been hampered by their hyperdimensional 
STS “Me, myself and I” (their predators), humanity would be unable to survive to the 
times ahead, if some beings of higher consciousness and intelligence did not come to 
help it. And they are the ones who have invested the consciousness of these last hour 
missioned people, of whom you are part today. 


To formulate it more clearly, prominent members of a galactic community assisted, 
among others, by Amasutum geneticists and Kadistu creators of worlds, are currently 
manifested in their human body extensions, in order to help the new human race adapt its 
genetics to the cometary viral charges and better endure the new magnetic frequencies 
during its forthcoming passage in 4th density. Thus, you are the ones you have been 
waiting for!


However, these creators of lives and worlds seeders are not incarnated to save humanity 
or to battle against STS entities, at least not in the way that most of “love and light” right-
thinking people could imagine it. They are simply present in this end of times in order to 
offer Knowledge to those who are in demand, participate in raising their frequencies of 
resonance and help increase the critical mass of consciousnesses required for the 
switchover.

Nevertheless, in 2014, the Cassiopaeans notified that the critical mass was still much 
lower than what you (seekers of knowledge) would need.


They also specified at that time, while addressing to the group of Cassiopaea seekers:

“[…] keep your awareness sharp and carry on, as there are STO forces in your corner.”

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-6-december-2014.36657/#post-536771
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“Since then”, thanks to these “forces in their corner” and to the mechanism of 
networking, more and more people are becoming aware of the importance of searching 
for “Knowledge”. This implies that people progressively integrate what the “new cosmic 
energies” were pushing them to learn. And it is because some of them manage to 
stabilize in these “new vibratory frequencies”, that they gradually become these new 
humans progressing towards their psychic mediumship, who hear their own thoughts 
talking to them, but who also know how to identify certain categories of “predatory 
thoughts” which are no longer their own.


Nevertheless, and for the moment yet, their own voices which dialogue in their mind are 
still too often tinged by doubts and fears, that is to say by their “emotional ego”, that they 
perceive as real but, which in reality, is perfectly unreal or imaginary. So, when they 
remain isolated in their world like in an echo chamber, some of them occasionally graze 
schizophrenic states, simply because they are not yet psychically able to “put things in 
perspective” between the subjective and the “real truth” that they perceive in their 
information fields. That’s why we often encouraged you to talk about these phenomena in 
a group or through network sharing, in order for you to perceive that your states of being 
are often very close to those of the 4th density worlds of consciousness.


Thus it won’t be long before the networking between tribal units that form here and there, 
reaches a suitable projection level on the planet. This “protection” will come from the 
inversion of energy frequencies of this many corrupted information coming from STS 
sources. So, even if it is not yet objectively perceptible, this networking of “correct or 
objective information” starts to become more and more significant.


Question to the Angel: 

The group consciousness of the LEOs of the future let us glimpse that networking 
between groups of seekers would open the passage towards a new era of humanity. 
How could this networking  influence this era to come? 

The new era of humanity will turn into an era of openness to spontaneous exchange of 
accurate information. Thus, it means conversely that, in the ancient world, the open and 
selfless sharing of this kind of information has almost never existed. In the world of 3rd 
density, it was usual to compare oneself, or compete with others. Everyone feared that 
others would possess more, do better, know more than him… As a result, in many fields, 
informations were marketable. But they were also truncated, or “interpreted by each one’s 
point of view”, due to the egotistical mechanism of personal interpretation and sometimes 
also because of a much too approximate oral diffusion of their data.
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In other areas too, the access to information had been locked due to industrial spying, 
military secrets, intellectual property, censorship, fake news, copyright… These 
mechanisms of controlling or censoring the flow of data simply existed in order for things 
to happen so that the gatekeepers of the matrix could include lies and control or stifle 
certain truths. But soon, all these abuses to the restriction of  information sharing will seal 
the old era of lie and possession!


In any event, social networks, or all these so-called technological information platforms 
such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, Reddit, 
that have complied with the censoring order of the US gatekeepers, will soon be led 
either to change their communication policy, or to disappear from Internet networks.


In this approaching new era, information will no longer be an “intellectual property”, since 
more and more people will have access to it via their own connection to the information 
field and will thus be able, by their frequencies and without any difficulty, to make the 
difference between untruthful and truthful information. However, to endorse the closure of 
this era of withholding of information, logical consequence of the Service to Self cycle, 
the human of the future will first have to begin to question all their certainties, knowing 
that what they believed to be objective or true only represented only a small surface of 
reality!


They will therefore not try to study things that have never crossed their mind, yet they will 
be led to progressively look in a new direction, so that they could start opening their 
consciousness to realities that have never had their place in the old world, but which will 
find it in the next one. And when the real human, this “new human”, will have understood 
that they really didn’t know much about life and that their ignorance of the truth had 
become abysmal, they will only be able to turn to themself to realize that the secrets of 
the universe have remained hidden within them, and that buried amongst them, lay 
powerless the stubborn intellect of their ego!


The human of tomorrow will therefore primarily need to learn to open their mind to all that 
their so-called intelligence still refuses to accept. And only when they will have 
understood all their illusion, will they be able to progress and perceive the great secrets of 
life. The modern scientists who think they have fully perceived the essence of spirituality 
will henceforth seek to truly understand it. But only certain individuals will perfectly 
penetrate the nature of reality, since they will have discovered that Consciousness is a 
magnetic field that is constantly moving within their being, and that truth, which is never 
static, is way more dynamic.


As for you, with the inner opening of your connectivity to the higher mental, that is to say 
to your future Self, some information items that you would have never dared to provide 
yourselves, will arise in your mind and suddenly penetrate your consciousness, throwing 
all of their light on your ignorance.
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Consequently, when you will succeed in expressing perfectly your emotions, not through 
your beliefs, but “freely” through your own truths that speak via your intuitions, and then 
communicating this intuitive truth to others, you will then be able to observe how this 
“deep truth” is growing synchronically to firmly manifest itself, when it must influence 
someone’s course of life. This intuited information/truth will thus participate in expanding 
the true Knowledge.


By progressing this way in the information field, these truths automatically raise the 
vibratory frequency of one, then the other and finally that of more and more people. 
Therefore there is no need to justify yourselves, to fight, to oppose to anyone, when you 
disagree with an information. But you simply need to thank your respective “Higher Self” 
that, thanks to your interaction, had offered you the experience! This art of accomplishing 
your work will also exponentially increase your group’s resonance frequency.


Unfortunately, a lot of individuals in New Earth collectives struggle to understand how this 
kind of work can mutually uplift their energy frequencies. That is particularly true for 
people who get together with the intention of carrying out a “living together” type of 
project. As these groups of individuals have often been reunited on past temporal lines. 
Which is why old emotions coming from previous lives reemerge and through jealousy, 
annoyance, hard feelings, resentment, envy, guilt… block the achievement of all their 
work.


Similarly, we also observe that you often form work binomials or trinomials, in which you 
become active and sometimes, without really knowing why, inexplicable memories of 
anger emerge in each of you! Such work cells cannot reach their maximum potential of 
vision, until all their participants understand the principle of the quantum mirror, their 
karmic roles and the related emotions.


The principle of quantum mirror would enable to

penetrate the worlds of our human alter

on other planes of reality, but not only…


Some of you have already understood that in order to overcome that kind of memories, it 
is first about recognizing all the emotions they raise, becoming completely conscious of 
your feelings one toward another (or the ones to the others), and then to honestly 
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communicate them without being afraid to hurt or be unpleasant. And once these 
emotions and their memories are introduced into your present consciousness, by 
discussing it during your sharings, they naturally and automatically return to the past to 
which they belong.


You therefore have to go through a process: admit your feelings or resentment by putting 
aside your prejudice, and as you have formed a group, put all their aspects on table to 
talk about them. And when you will have revealed the information from your inner being, 
the process will enlighten you and everybody, and will then offer you to go back to a state 
of balance with the other, which is the highest vibratory state that you can generate.


By the way, have you not noticed that thanks to your sharings, your life does not have the 
same dimensions anymore? A lot of areas of interest by which the ordinary human is still 
interested are removed from your tribal reality bubble, since they have lost all their 
meaning within your life and have been replaced by topics of infinitely deeper nature.


Ordinary humans and all their “psychiatric sciences” ignore this mechanism of inner and 
spiritual transmutation of energies. Only a few informed specialists in neuroscience and 
clinical research engineers are beginning to perceive the inner and deep mechanism of 
true Consciousness.


But as long as the ordinary human persist in this ignorance, that is to say as long as they 
do not manage to overcome the limits of their own fears, of the complacency of their 
intellect or of their ego and always rejects the origin of their personal dramas on others, 
that is to say “outside of themself”, it will be impossible for them to value an information 
coming from the world they are still evolving in.


So if they lose touch with their intuitions, their instinct, this ordinary individual will lose 
touch with the very essence of their life. Thus, it is only with the development of their 
consciousness, that is to say their own progression towards planes of higher intelligence, 
that all these hidden things in the universe will be revealed to them.


As candidates for the New Earth of 4th density, you were therefore destined to discover 
your mission of incarnation, the aim of your presence on Earth! You had to learn to retrace 
your paths of incarnation in order to become aware of your own involvement in the 
process of humanity’s transmutation.


It will therefore be essential that you never lose sight of the main stages of the process of 
global Evolution of humanity, in which the Lizzies/ reptilian predators had their roles to 
play. Consequently, it is from the time you become aware of your destiny and accept your 
life mission, that all the challenges contracted along your paths of incarnation could be 
addressed. And in order for the horizon of your perceptions to become much larger, more 
expansive, you somehow have “self-programmed” yourselves to overcome them.
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Thus, it will be about slowly opening up in yourself the “true Consciousness” that will be 
able to make you perceive or explain to you what is outside of your experiment. From that 
moment on, the meaning of your life will become way more intense and deeper. You will 
then discover that absolutely everything has an explanation.


For most people and for the time being, these truths must necessarily go beyond them. 
However, you should understand that, even if they are not always aware of letting some 
highlights of these truths slip through their fingers, they will already be able to perceive 
them, from the moment they “internally” become more sensitive and attentive to their 
perceptions and intuitions.


Hence, it is not necessarily about finding an intelligent explanation for these highlights, in 
the sense that you give them in general, but you will perceive a “supra-intelligent” answer 
that has nothing to do with your intellect, but that will be inspired by you thanks to your 
intuitive intelligence. That kind of answers will manifest as bundles of vibratory 
information which, just like a computer program, will suggest you a range of explanations 
when you will need it.


Similarly, indications, intuitions, certain dreams and coincidences that you experience in 
your daily life are information coming from the higher worlds, all of which have the 
function of preventing you from departing from your soul mission or of bringing you back 
on the right track and of reminding you the direction to be given to your life.


You created this vision of the New Earth in 5th density, in the astral after-life. This vision is 
related to your group of souls in incarnation, thus deeply rooted in your subconscious. All 
the members of your tribe have also incarnated in order to remember this vision of a 
common future, and especially to defeat the polarization of fear.


Question to the Angel: 

If we have understood correctly, multiple potentials of future will emerge for the new 
humanity! Would they materialize in everybody’s future? 

These different potentials will not reveal themselves to the entire humanity, but simply to 
those who are already moving away from the temporal line still current for the ordinary 
humanity. And it is because they will have used Knowledge to do so, that these other 
possibilities will become real and tangible. The new humans will thus be those who knew 
how to imagine, manifest, and then create their alternative world.


Also know that many races from outer-space are there in the invisible of the planet, and 
help you to achieve this bifurcation of temporal lines at the planetary level. They study the 
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behavior of humanity, watch the progression of its industries, and verify the level of 
danger that hovers above its civilization. Some of these races have access to the 
dimensions of space-time and can modify them at will, since they are perfectly aware of 
the Laws of consciousness and gravity.


Man is therefore not alone on their planet, in fact, they have never been alone! But today 
the ordinary man, as evolved as they think they are because of their technology and their 
armament constituting the foundations of all their powers, have developed their 
consciousness only slightly. They may even burn their planet to ashes!

Your humanity is therefore watched over by very advanced races, who could put an end 
to your civilization with no difficulty whatsoever. However, they will not do so, but soon, 
they will just put an end to the established lies and to the development of military 
technologies that constitute the biggest scourge of your modern era. They will at the 
same time eliminate the interfering spirits of those psychopaths who will have tried to 
take over the Earth, and they will support the establishment of a new balance for its 
civilization.


Therefore, it is only when this great overthrow will happen, that humanity will be able to 
progress and share its knowledge by comparing that of some with that of the others, that 
of a country with that of another… It will realize that the universe as prodigious and huge 
it may be, goes way beyond the capacities of its imagination and its narrow 
consciousness. Thus, everything man believed impossible will be made possible.


Understanding all of this becomes now very important, since your planet will undergo 
great transformations. From the industrial era, it is slowly sliding towards a new era, that 
of true and shared information. However as a whole, its society has not realized yet its 
mental or psychological adjustment to the new realities.


This progressive adjustment is totally understandable, since the transformation, facilitated 
through communication technologies much more advanced and ethical than those you 
knew so far, will happen very fast.


Concretely, sets of completely new realities will appear to individuals. They will be 
illustrated by tendencies of this new future, in a way that people who have been able to 
adapt to it, will flourish on these unprecedented time lines.


You will thus literally witness the organization of a new era and will be part of its forming 
process.
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